
OVERCONVERGENCE AND  (C, 1) SUMMABILITY

VLADIMIR DROBOT1

Abstract. It is shown that a power series can be diluted to

become (C, 1) summable outside the radius of convergence if and

only if it overconverges.

Let

(1) E a»z"
n-0

be a power series with radius of convergence 1. It clearly cannot be

(C, 1) summable for any |z| >1, since for such z, anzn9£o(n). Some-

times however it can be diluted (i.e., zeros inserted between the

terms) to become (C, 1) summable. In this paper we show that this

happens if and only if the series overconverges. In what follows sp(z)

will always denote the pth partial sum of (1). If U is an open set and

F„(z) is a sequence of functions on U converging uniformly on every

compact subset of U, then we say FH converges almost uniformly

(a.u.) on U. The series (1) is said to overconverge a.u. on U, if there

exists a subsequence sPn(z) of partial sums converging a.u. on U. A

series E/«(2) 's sa'd to be (C, 1) summable a.u. on U, if the sequence

of (C, 1) means of the partial sums is a.u. convergent on U. A diluted

sequence is a sequence obtained by repeating the terms; if we dilute

a series Lan by inserting e„ zeros between an and an+x, then the

sequence of partial sums gets diluted by repeating the wth partial

sum en+l times. If a sequence of functions is a.u. convergent then it

remains so after we dilute it. The sequence of (C, 1) means of an a.u.

convergent sequence is a.u. convergent.

Theorem. Let U be an open neighborhood of a point \zx\ > 1. Then

the series (1) can be diluted to become (C, 1) summable a.u. in U if and

only if it overconverges a.u. on U.

Proof. Assume (1) overconverges. Let s„t(z) be a.u. convergent on

U; for simplicity assume nx^l. Let Kn be an increasing sequence of
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compact sets whose union is U. Put

Mik,j) = max sup{ | jj(z) | : z E Kt}.

We now dilute (1) by inserting ek zeros immediately after anjtzn*; ek to

be chosen in a moment. This dilutes the sequence of partial sums by

having snt repeated ek +ltimes. The sequence j<r„(2)} of (C, 1) means

of the partial sums of the diluted series will have the following form:

If n = ti+ti+ - • - +ek+nk+m i0^m^nk+i-nk)

Cn   =  «_17l + *»••'+ Snk+m)   ~  W-1(w* + m)s„t+1

+ »_1(«l^ni + «2^n2 +•'•+(»— «1 —   •■■   — ik)Snt+1)-

If n = €i+ ■ ■ • +(k+nk+i+m iO<m^ek+i)

<r„ = W-'7l +   •   ■   • Snk+1) + »-1»t+lJ»i+,

+ »_1(eiJ„, + ••• + (» — «i — ••• — ek)snM).

The last terms on the right-hand side of (2) and (3) are (C, 1) means

of the diluted sequence {sni ei times, s„, e2 times • • • }, therefore, they

are a.u. convergent for any choice of e's. Select now ek such that

nk+iM{k, nk+i)i~x-^0 as k—><x>. If zEKp, then for k^p, the remaining

terms in (2) and (3) are bounded by ek_1Wt+iM(&, nk+i) uniformly in

Kp. Hence an converges a.u. Assume next (1) can be diluted to be-

come (C, 1) summable a.u. in U. Let «„ be the number of zeros in-

serted after anz" and set 5„ = e„-l-l. Then by hypothesis

<rk = (50 + • • • + bk)-xiooso + • • • + oksk)

converges a.u. on U. Since bn = oin) lor any (C, 1) summable series

^T,bn [l, p. 101 ], we have for every ZoE U

—1       k
(5o + 5X + • ■ • + ok)    akz0 = oil)

which implies

(4) | akz01   ^ Ni80 + ■ ■ • + Sk);   A^-constant.

We want to show that Z7 = (50+ • • ■ +bk)8~1 has a bounded sub-

sequence. If not, then for any e>0

Sk < «(50 + ■ ■ ■ +Sk) = dk        (A £ ko).

But then

tk - tk-i = Sk < etk;        tk < (1 - *)-%-!        ik S ko)

so that tk<tkoil— t)*0-*. For sufficiently small e and |z0| > 1 this con-
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tradicts (4). Let then Dkj be a bounded subsequence of Dk. We have

(So + • • • + Sk)a-k — Sksk = 80S0 + ■ ■ • + 5i_i5*_i

or dividing by 5*, Dkak — sk = (Dk — l)ak^x. So for k>l

(5) St = Dk(<rk — ak-i) + ak-x.

Since Dkj is bounded and cr* converges a.u., we conclude from (5) that

skj converges a.u.

The above technique was motivated in part by a paper of S. Mazur

[2] who considered rearrangements of (C, 1) summable series.

The author is deeply grateful to the referee for greatly simplifying

the original argument.
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